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ABSTRACT 

In languages like Kam (Dong), a Tai-Kadai language spoken in Southwest China, sentence 

and clause constructions with more than one verb are often found. Sometimes it is difficult to 

decide on the function of the individual verbs in such complex constructions, including the kind 

of linkage. Some of the verbs lose their predicating function, and are reduced to particles with 

grammatical functions, such as TAM marking or direction.  

This paper investigates the function of verbs in complex sentence constructions in Kam, 

using a Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) framework. It includes an overview of relevant 

RRG theory features, such as the layered structure of the clause (LSC), and juncture nexus 

relations. These features are applied to several examples of complex sentences in Kam and 

demonstrate that the RRG theory provides useful tools for the analysis and description of 

complex verb constructions. 
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In Tai-Kadai languages complex sentences with constructions consisting of several verbs as 

in examples (i) and (ii) from Kam, are very common. 
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(i) Grad3-1Sem.035
1
 

xangk                xunp bux yuh yaot bux yax map bail heeup Xaox Longc, 

think              ?reply father also fear father angry come   go beat Xiao Long 

V                                                             V N CLM
2
 V N A V V V name 

(He) thought to reply (to) the father (but) also feared (his) father was getting angry (and) go (and) beat 

Xiao Long. 

(ii)  kzVI.141.1  

aenl nyaemv, Wuc Hongc xugs nas xugs dinl wenp, 

at night Wu Hong wash face wash foot finish 

ADV name V N V N V 

At night, Wu Hong washed (his) face, washed (his) feet, (when) finished. 

 kzVI.141.2 

maoh suh laos xangc bail nagp. 

3SG right away go.into bed go sleep 

PRON ADV/CLM V N V V 

He right away went to bed (to) sleep. 

With these constructions, merely looking at the linear order of verbs and other constituents 

does not really help to answer the question “what is happening here?” How many events are 

there? How many clauses are there? What constituents are parts of a larger constituent cluster 

(phrase)? What is the scope of certain modifiers? And how should we interpret certain particles 

occurring between main constituents? 

I found it helpful to apply a more hierarchical grammar theory, like Role and Reference 

Grammar (RRG), to those complex sentence constructions to get more satisfactory answers. 

In this paper I intend to demonstrate the usefulness of some tools RRG provides for 

analyzing complex sentence structures. The examples used are taken from Kam, a Tai-Kadai 

language spoken in Southwest China. 

2 OVERVIEW OF RRG THEORY 

Although RRG deals with syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects of grammar and how 

they relate to and influence each other, I want to limit the focus of this paper to certain syntactic 

features of the theory.
3
 

                                                 
1
The last letter in a Kam word marks tone. 

2
CLM = Clause Linkage Marker 

3
For more details see Van Valin (2005) and the RRG website: http://linguistics.buffalo.edu/research/rrg.html. 
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2.1 LAYERED STRUCTURE OF THE CLAUSE (LSC) 

In RRG theory the syntactic representation is based on the distinction between predicating 

and non-predicating elements on one side and among the non-predicating elements (NPs and 

PPs) between arguments (of the predicate) and non-arguments on the other side. Morphemes that 

have only grammatical function (e.g. TAM or tense markers) are called operators. 

RRG theory uses a hierarchical sentence structure, called The Layered Structure of the 

Clause (LSC). The syntactic unit that contains the predicate is called nucleus (NUC); the unit 

which contains arguments as well as the NUC is called core (CORE). The clause consists of the 

core plus non-arguments, with the non-arguments (e.g. locative or temporal phrases) in the 

periphery of the core. In addition, a single-clause sentence may have various special positions 

(language specific), left/right-detached positions and pre/post-core slots respectively. Pre/post 

core slots are outside the core but in the clause, whereas the left/right detached positions are 

outside the clause but part of the sentence. For example, in a language like English or German 

the question words (who, what, etc.) or other elements in focus would be in the pre-core slot 

(PrCS). Sentence initial elements that are often pronounced with a pause before the main clause 

would be in the left-detached position (LDP). An example for this is the regarding the test 

tomorrow in Regarding the test tomorrow, we had to cancel it. 

The Operators do have scope over certain levels of the clause, that is, they may modify 

those:  

Nuclear operators: Aspect 

Negation 

Directionals (only those modifying orientation of action or event without 

reference to participants) 

Core operators: Directionals (only those expressing the orientation or motion of one  

participant with reference to another participant or the speaker) 

Event quantification  

Modality (root modals, e.g. ability, permission, obligation) 

Internal (narrow scope) negation 

Clause operators:  Status (epistemic modals, external negation) 

Tense 

Evidentials 

Illocutionary force 
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Formally the LSC is represented in the constituent projection and the operator projection. 

Both are linked via the nucleus, as the main part in a clause. Having two different projections for 

constituents (predicates, arguments and non-arguments) and operators reflects their different 

functions. Also, the order of the constituents is a language-specific feature while the order of the 

operator is governed by a universal scope constraint. 

“One of the major claims regarding operators made in RRG is that the ordering of the 

morphemes expressing operators with respect to the verb indicates their relative scopes. That is, 

taking the nucleus as the reference point, the morphemes realizing nuclear operators should be 

closer to the nucleus than those expressing core operators, and those manifesting clausal 

operators should be outside of those signaling nuclear or core operators ... This claim assumes, 

crucially, that a relative order among the morphemes with reference to the nucleus can be 

established (Van Valin 2005:11).” 

Figure 1 gives an example for a syntactic representation of an English sentence with pre-

core slot and left-detached position, including the constituent as well as the operator projections. 

                                                      SENTENCE 

 

                                                        CLAUSE 

 

   LDP                        

 

                        PrCS                         CORE                      PERIPHERY 

 

                                                NP      NUC     PP 

 

                                                           PRED 

 

  ADV                NP                               V                                  PP                

 

Last night,     what     did      you         say     to him            in the kitchen? 

                                                                 

 

                                                            NUC 

 

                                                           CORE 

 

                                   TNS              CLAUSE 

 

                              IF                       CLAUSE 

 

                                                       SENTENCE 

  

Figure 1: Syntactic representation of an English sentence 

In this sentence, say is the predicate (PRED) in the nucleus (NUC), you and to him are its 

arguments and therefore in the core. In the kitchen gives additional information about where the 

event took place, it modifies the event. Therefore it is a non-argument; it is in the periphery of 

the core. The arrow indicates that the periphery modifies the core. What is in the pre-core slot 

PrCS, and last night, which refers to some other event (context related), is in the left-detached 

position (LDP). Did is not part of the constituent projection as it has merely grammatical 
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function; it marks tense (TNS), past, and illocutionary force (IF), interrogative. Therefore it is 

represented in the operator projection with the respective operators. The arrows here, too, 

indicate that the operators modify the clause. 

2.2 JUNCTURE-NEXUS RELATIONS IN COMPLEX SENTENCE CONSTRUCTIONS 

In complex sentence structures three linkage types, ‘nexus’, are distinguished: coordination, 

cosubordination and subordination. Subordination reflects a structural dependence, 

cosubordination reflects operator dependence. 

Coordination is characterized by joining two or more independent units; in a clause those 

units would have the form of independent main clauses, with their own set of arguments and 

operators.  

Cosubordination is distinguished from coordination by operator dependence at the level of 

linkage. For example, on the core level there must be at least one core operator being shared 

among the linked cores. 

Subordination involves the embedding of one unit in another, that is, there is a structural 

dependence. There are two distinct types of subordination: 

• daughter subordination, in which the subordinate unit is a daughter of a higher node 

(argument) and  

• peripheral subordination, in which the subordinate unit is a modifier occurring in the 

periphery of a layer of the clause (ad-nuclear, ad-core, ad-clause subordination). 

On nucleus, core, and clause levels, all three linkage relations can occur; on the sentence 

level only coordination and subordination are possible. Altogether there are eleven possible 

combinations. RRG refers to them as nexus-juncture types. 

A language can have all eleven nexus-juncture types, but does not have to; some languages 

have only a few – that is something one needs to find out in a certain language. 

In cases of core or nuclear juncture, subunits of a clause are involved in the various nexus 

relations: 
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Core juncture: 

“In a core juncture there are two nuclei, each with its own set of core arguments, 

constituting two distinct cores. In non-subordinate
4
 core junctures they overlap in that the linked 

units obligatorily share one core argument, whereas in a subordinate core juncture the linked unit 

serves as a core argument of the matrix verb (Van Valin 2005:188-9).”  

Figure 2 illustrates this for both subordinate and non-subordinate core junctures. 

 

Core Juncture: 
 

 

 

                         CORE1                        CORE2                                                 Non- 

                                                                                                              Subordination 

                 ARG                                  NUC2               

                                            ARG                   

                      NUC1                                            ARG   

 

 

 

 

                         CORE1                                                                   

                                                                                                              Subordination 

                 ARG                                             

                                            ARG =       CORE2                 

                      NUC1                                            ARG   

 

                                                                 NUC2    

 

 

 

  

Figure 2:  Core junctures 

Nuclear juncture: 

“In a nuclear juncture, two or more nuclei combine to form a single, complex nucleus with a 

single set of core arguments. In contrast to non-subordinate core junctures in which there is a 

single shared argument, in nuclear junctures all of the arguments of the component verbs are 

‘pooled’ to create a single set of core arguments for the derived complex nucleus 

(Van Valin 2005:191).” This is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Nuclear Juncture: 

 
 

                                                                   CORE                        

                                                                                                              

                             ARG                         NUC2               

                                            ARG                   

                                                                    NUC1                   ARG               Non-                      

                                                                                                                       Subordination 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Nuclear juncture 

                                                 
4
Non-subordinate: coordinate or cosubordinate 
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3 APPLYING THESE TWO RRG TOOLS IN ANALYZING KAM 

In this section I would like to apply these two tools, the layered structure of the clause and 

nexus-juncture relations, to four examples (examples 1-4) from the Kam language. All four 

examples are taken out of stories. For the sake of clarity some adjustment has been made, e.g. 

filling in a missing argument (discourse feature), or presenting just a relevant part of a much 

longer sentence. 

Example (1):
5
 

(1) Grad3-1Sem.035  

xangk xunp bux yuh yaot bux yax map bail heeup Xaox Longc, 

think/MOD reply father also fear father angry come/DIR2 go beat Xiao Long 

V/PRT
6
 V N CLM V N A V/PRT V V name 

(He) thought to reply (to) the father (but) also feared (his) father was getting angry (and) go (and) beat Xiao 

Long. 

The sentence in (1) consists not just of a series of verbs (chain): thinking, replying, fearing, 

being angry, coming, going and beating, but rather two main chains of events: 

1. (3SG) replying and fearing (something), and 

2. Someone (father) getting angry, going and beating someone (Xiao Long). 

The second chain of events is embedded in the first: it is an argument (or complement) of 

fear. 

map (come) is functioning as a directional (DIR2)
7
, modifying the predicate yax (angry) in 

giving it a direction, or one could say being angry becomes getting angry or becoming angry, 

indicating that there is a change of state happening. 

bail is a predicate here, as is heeup. It cannot be a modifier of heeup, like in the English 

going to beat, where going is functioning more like a tense marker. A Tense operator would 

modify the whole clause, but here we have a core juncture with bux, the shared argument for all 

three predicates (yax, bail, and heeup) and bail is not modifying all of them. 

In the first part xangk (thinking) is an intention, it is a modifier (deontic modality) of the 

predicate xunp (reply), and like other modal operators in Kam, it precedes the verb.  

 

 

                                                 
5
Example (1) is identical to example (i) in the introduction. 

6
Remark for further notation: If a verb does not function any more as a predicate in a certain construction, I add the 

function to the part of speech, e.g. V/PRT, and also add the respective gloss, e.g. go/DIR2. 
7
For directionals, DIR1 and DIR2 in Kam, see also “Directional particles in Kam” in this volume. 
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A projection of example (1) is given in Figure 4. 

 

                                            CLAUSE1   

 

        PER       CORE1          CLM                CORE2  

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                CLAUSE2 

 

                                                                          CORE3     PER 

                                                                                                                                                            CORE4      CORE5 

 

              NUC   NUC1                     NUC2         NUC3    NUC        NUC4  NUC5                          

                                                                                            

                         PRED                   PRED        PRED                    PRED  PRED 

 

        NP    V        V       NP               V     NP       A           V             V          V            NP 

 

(Maoh) xangk  xunp   bux   yuh   yaot   bux    yax        map         bail   heeup Xaox Longc 

   3SG    think   reply  father  also   fear  father  angry come/DIR2    go      beat     Xiao Long 

 

                             V                           V                 A                            V         V             

 

                           NUC1                   NUC2         NUC3                      NUC4     NUC5            

 

                                                                          CORE3      DIR2         CORE4  CORE5 

 

                                                                                                  CLAUSE2 

 

           MOD      CORE1                              CORE2  

 

                                        CLAUSE1   

 

                                      SENTENCE  

Figure 4: Syntactic representation of example (1) 

We have two clauses (chains of events), each with a coordinated core juncture. Clause2 is the 

argument in Core2 (daughter subordination). Core1 and Core2 are coordinated and therefore 

directly under the Clause1 node. It is a core juncture because Core1 and Core2 share one 

argument (maoh). They are coordinated because they are structurally independent and there is 

also no core operator that would modify both cores. Xangk as core operator is only modifying 

Core1. The same goes for Core3, Core4, and Core5; they are also coordinated. Map as DIR2 is a 

core operator, it modifies only Core3. Yuh (also) is a clause linkage marker (CLM), linking both 

cores.  

There is another possible interpretation for bail in (1). Bail as well as map often come in 

combination with other verbs, e.g. bail jil (go eat) or bail nuv (go see). In those combinations 

they seem to constitute a unit that does not allow for arguments or operators between them (at 

least as far as I can tell from my data). This will be further discussed for examples (2) and (3): 

(2) CS Sax Jeml Sax Nyaenc.046 

(yaoc) eengv yaot eep map   sat     yaoc 

1SG also fear 3PL come  kill 1SG 

PRON ADV V PRON V        V PRON 

I’m also afraid they (might) come and kill me. 
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In (2) there are two events/situations being described; someone is afraid of something, and 

someone is coming to kill another person. It is the second part that is of interest in this 

discussion. Map and sat combine into a complex predicate. Eep ‘3PL’ and yaoc ‘1SG’ are 

arguments of the complex predicate, that is, here we have a nuclear juncture with one set of 

arguments and two nuclei. The same is the case in example (3): 

(3) Grad3-1Sem.054 

Yac maoh baov: "Yenl yuih senl jiul lis duc biingh deil 

two 3SG say because village 1PL have class desease die 

QNT PRON V CLM N PRON V CL N V 

nyenc gungc, 

person many 

N QNT 

The two say: “Because in our village there are so many people dying of the disease, 

 Grad3-1Sem.055 

jiul yuv map   semh nugs nyuih yak bail   juv nyenc. 

1PL(excl) want/MOD come  look.for blossom stone.in.fruit red go    save person 

PRON V/PRT V       V N N A V     V N 

we should come and look for (a certain)
8
 red flower seed and go and save people.” 

In the second clause, in (3), map semh (come look.for) and bail juv (go save) are both nuclear 

junctures. Map semh has one set of arguments, jiul and nugs nuih yak. Bail juv, too, has one set 

of arguments, jiul and nyenc. Because both sets of arguments share one argument, jiul, they 

constitute a core juncture. Yuv is a modality operator, expressing some obligation. It is a core 

operator and its scope is over the entire complex core, not just Core1. Because of this shared 

operator, the linkage type of this core juncture is cosubordination. 

Figure 5 gives a representation of Clause2 in example (3), illustrating the two complex 

nuclei as well as the complex core structure. The shared core operator (MOD) modifies the 

common core node. In that way it is distinguished from the coordinated core juncture in 

Figure 4. (IF, illocutionary force, indicates the affirmative, which is unmarked in Kam. In the 

case of a question, a question marker would be at the end of the clause.) 

                                                 
8
I am not sure of the exact meaning of nugs nyuih yak, it is a seed they use as medicine. However, for this 

discussion it is enough to know this is the NP argument of the predicate semh. 
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                                                                            CLAUSE2 

 

                                                                               CORE 

 

 

                                           CORE1                                                          CORE 2 

 

 

NP                                 NUC1     NUC2                  NP                       NUC3   NUC4      NP 

 

                                      PRED    PRED                                            PRED   PRED 

 

                                         V           V                                                      V          V  

 

jiul                 yuv          map      semh       nugs     nyuih          yak    bail       juv      nyenc  

1PL(excl) want/MOD   come   look.for  blossom stone.in.fruit red      go       save      person 

 

                                         V           V                                                       V         V 

 

                                     NUC1     NUC2                                                NUC3   NUC4 

 

 

                                           CORE1                                                           CORE2  

 

                                                                           

                    MOD                                              CORE 

 

                                                                         CLAUSE2                                    IF 

  

Figure 5: Syntactic representation of example (3) 

Similar to the analysis of map semh and bail juv in example (3), bail heeup in example (1) 

could be analyzed as nuclear juncture, offering a second possibility of interpretation of that 

structure. 

Example (4):
9
  

(4) kzVI.141.1  

aenl nyaemv,  Wuc Hongc  xugs  nas  xugs  dinl  wenp, 

at night  Wu Hong  wash  face  wash  foot  finish 

ADV  name  V  N  V  N  V 

At night, Wu Hong washed (his) face, washed (his) feet, (when) finished 

 kzVI.141.2 

maoh suh laos xangc bail nagp. 

3SG right away go.into bed go/DIR2 sleep 

PRON ?ADV/CLM V N V/PRT V 

he right away went to bed (to) sleep. 

In (4), too, we have a chain of events. The relations between them are not of equal kind. 

A person (Wu Hong) is performing several actions – washing his face, washing his feet, 

(finishing something,) going to bed and sleeping – but between the former two and the latter two 

there is dependence: As soon as the first two actions are done, the latter two follow immediately. 

                                                 
9
Example (4) is identical with example (ii) in the introduction 
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This dependence is structurally marked by the verb wenp (finish) and the CLM suh (right 

away). Wenp here is not an aspect marker, as it can be in other cases10 (with the meaning of 

become), but functioning as predicate, otherwise the argument (dinl) would not be between xugs 

and wenp – it would be xugs wenp dinl instead. Suh expresses a dependence on Clause1. But it 

is not yet clear to me how to interpret this structure, that is, is it that there are two clauses, 

Clause1 and Clause2, with Clause2 subordinate to Clause1? In the English it would look more 

like Clause1 being subordinate to Clause2. But the structure in Kam suggests something 

different; the verb ‘finish’ and the CLM together mark a certain sentence/clause relationship. 

Leaving that relation out of the discussion, one can first have a look at the complex structure 

of both clauses/sentences separately. 

I do not know yet from my data if in a simple predicate sentence a temporal clause/adverb is 

in the LDP or in the periphery of the Core, because there is no formal difference in the structure 

– it is always in the first position in a clause/sentence 

Here, in example (4), the temporal NP aenl nyaemv describes the moment when both 

Clause1 as well as Clause2 happen, so it could be considered to be in the LDP. But it would also 

be possible to consider it to be in the periphery of Clause1 or the common core node if it is a 

case of cosubordination. 

In Clause1 the linkage between the two events (washing face, washing feet) is of a non-

subordinate nature; it is on the core level, Wu Hong being the shared argument. It remains to be 

discovered whether  it is a coordination or cosubordination. Therefore one would need to look 

for operator dependence. If there is at least one shared core operator it would be a case of 

cosubordination; if one core could have operators independent from the other it would be 

coordination. In example (4) there is no core operator, and therefore one cannot decide whether 

it is coordination or cosubordination. One would need to try modifying the example, checking 

out if it is possible to use, for instance, any MOD operator and see if it affects both cores or only 

one.  

                                                 
10

E.g.  kzVI.015.1 

piagp wenp nyenc magx, 

form finish/ASP person mud 

V V/PRT N N 

(he) finished making a mud-figure (person out of mud), 
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Figure 6 shows a possible projection for the sentence in example (4), assuming core 

cosubordination (Core1 and Core2) in Clause1. The operator projection is only given for 

Clause2 as there are no operators in Clause1. 

 

 

                                                                                   SENTENCE 

  

 

       LDP                                  CLAUSE1                                        CLM                            CLAUSE2 

 

                                                     CORE                                                                           

  

                                        CORE1          CORE2      CORE3                              CORE4              PER        CORE5 

 

                                          NUC1           NUC2         NUC3                                   NUC4                  NUC      NUC6 

 

                                           PRED         PRED         PRED                                PRED                                PRED 

 

        NP                  NP         V       NP      V    NP       V            NP                        V        NP          V             V 
 

 aenl nyaemv, Wuc Hongc  xugs  nas    xugs dinl    wenp      maoh  suh            laos     xangc     bail         nagp. 
    at night         Wu Hong   wash  face   wash  foot    finish       3SG right.away  go.into   bed     go/DIR2    sleep 

 

                                                                                                                                   V                                       V 

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                NUC                                 NUC 

 

                                                                                                                              CORE4          DIR2                    CORE5 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                CLAUSE2 

 

        

Figure 6: Syntactic representation of example (4) 

4 CONCLUSION 

In analyzing complex sentence examples in Kam, certain RRG features, such as syntactic 

representations, juncture nexus relations, and operator scope constraint, proved to be useful in 

identifying and making explicit subunits and structural as well as functional dependencies in 

those complex structures. 

APPENDIX:  ABBREVIATIONS 
 

1PL 1
st
 person plural 

1SG 1
st
 person singular 

3SG 3
rd

 person singular 

A adjective 

ADV adverb 

ARG argument 

ASP aspect 
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CAUS causative 

CLM clause linkage marker 

DEM demonstrative 

DIR directional 

IF illocutionary force 

LDP left-detached position 

LOC locative 

LSC layered structure of the clause 

MOD modality 

N noun 

NP noun phrase 

NUC nucleus 

PER periphery 

PP adpositional phrase 

PrCS pre-core slot 

PRED predicate 

PREP preposition 

PRON pronoun 

PRT particle 

Q question marker 

QNT quantifier 

REFL reflexive pronoun 

RRG role and reference grammar 

STAT status 

TAM tense aspect modality 

TNS tense 

V verb 

WH content question word (who, where, when, etc) 
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